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Introduction
Snow Cradle is an album of electronic music composed and produced from Autumn 2010 to
Spring 2011, with final mixes completed in January 2012. The finished album can be found on
the Data Drive.1 Below I will first give an overview of the project, describing the creative
process involved, followed by a more detailed description of each individual composition. The
emphasis throughout will be not only on the ‘micro’ level (examining each piece in isolation) but
also on the ‘macro’ level (examining the relationship of each piece in the context of the work as a
whole). As such this text is an attempt to map the creative process involved and, through that, to
reveal relationships between pieces.

Creative Process: Aims and Strategies
Snow Cradle seeks to find a creative synthesis between two different musical genres: Central
Javanese gamelan and electronica2. This general aim has been pursued through the application
of two main strategies:
•

The use of a restricted sound palette: source sounds used are taken exclusively from
either recordings of Central Javanese gamelan made by the composer or electronically
generated drum sounds.

•

Compositional strategies drawn from both genres have been integrated and used
throughout: strategies borrowed from karawitan include the use of bentuk (cyclic
forms) as modular building blocks to create large-scale musical structures and the use of
changes in irama (tempo) to generate form, variety and new musical material. A number
of other concepts drawn from karawitan have also been applied, including selar notes
(destination notes), and the practice of garap. Strategies drawn from the electronica
genre include the use of a DAW (Digital Audio Workstation) environment to develop
1

See: /DataDrive/Snow Cradle Media/Snow Cradle Bandcamp release
The term electronica has been used here as defined by the OED:
‘Any of various kinds of electronically generated music; electronic music in general.’ and
‘Any of various popular styles of electronic music deriving from techno and rave music, esp. those
having a more ambient, esoteric, or cerebral quality.’ OED 2014b.

2
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structure and also more complex timbres and textures through the application of
electronic processing and production techniques.
From the perspective outlined above, the album as a whole can be viewed as a network of
fragments originating from a common source; the finished work has grown from the seed of a
common collection of sound sources and related musical and compositional ideas.

Sound Sources
Sounds used are drawn from three sources:
•

a sound library of gamelan Sekar Petak, a Central Javanese gamelan orchestra housed
at the University of York.3 This sound library was recorded in 2010 by the composer
and gamelan musician John Jacobs.4

•

a number of sound recordings of gamelan instruments in performance made by the
composer. These recordings can be further subdivided into two groups: material taken
from recording sessions conducted specifically for the project (such as the rebab solo
section in ‘Thought 4’), and recording sessions conducted as part of a separate project,
Ice Pictures (such as a bonang recording used for ‘Black Trees, Slow Mist’).

•

a suite of electronic drum samples taken from Battery 3, a software drum machine made
by Native Instruments.

Bentuk
Compositional methods and musical concepts drawn from traditional Central Javanese
gamelan are an integral part of the work as a whole, both in the genesis of each individual
composition and in the use of certain seed compositions to create other tracks on the album.
Bentuk is a key concept in relation to this. Pieces in the traditional repertoire of karawitan
conform to one or another of the fixed forms (bentuk), each of which is characterised by a
particular pattern or cycle of strokes on the colotomic instruments.5 Longer and more complex
types of pieces in the repertoire, such as a gendhing, will thread together a number of bentuk to
3

For information regarding gamelan Sekar Petak, see:
http://www.york.ac.uk/music/about/ensembles/gamelan/.
4
Recorded in April 2010 at the Trevor Jones recording studio at the University of York’s Music
Research Centre using Newuman U87 microphones. The library is a near complete collection of
recordings of every instrument in Gamelan Sekar Petak. Numerous examples of recordings can be
round on Soundcloud here: https://soundcloud.com/gamelan-sekar-petak.
5
PICKVANCE 2005, page 63.
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create a large-scale structure. There are also shorter forms, sometimes referred to as ‘editable
forms’ (for example srepegan or sampak), that are used frequently in wayang kullit6
performances, threaded together in different ways to create flexible incidental music.7
The key idea here in relation to Snow Cradle is that bentuk are used in karawitan as building
blocks and can be thought of as ‘seed structures’ used to create larger modular forms. The
structure and form of each piece in Snow Cradle uses this modular approach, each being derived
from an original bentuk created by the composer. Figure 1 below shows an example of a bentuk
created for the track ‘Thought 4’:

Figure 1. ‘Thought 4’ bentuk.

The notation used in figure 1 is based on a system known as kepatihan, the standard system
used for karawitan. As is typical with kepatihan notation, it contains a minimal amount of
information: only the basic skeleton or outline of the bentuk. This information includes the
number of beats present in each cycle, (the dots), the balungan melody, (the numbers) and the
6
7

Javanese shadow puppet theatre.
PICKVANCE 2005, page 96.
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position of colotomic instruments that mark important points in the structure (for example the
circle around the final 1 pitch). So figure 1 represents a structure of six lines, each containing two
gåtrås of seven beats. At the end of each line, there are harmonising notes written below the
main balungan line. These function as colotomic instruments in this instance, although they are
played by the slenthem, which is not usually used as a colotomic instrument in karawitan. These
notes create chords that ring at the end of each line and are sustained through the following line,
sounding a pedal. At the end of the final line, the circle represents the striking of the gong ageng,
and a return to the beginning of the cycle.8
Once an initial version of the composition in figure 1 was complete, the next step in the
creative process was to program this framework into a suitable DAW environment using
samples taken from the composer’s gamelan sound library. For the entire Snow Cradle project, I
used the DAW Reaper.9 The framework was input first in a very sparse and simple version,
containing only raw sound samples appropriately positioned in Reaper, without any of the more
complex sonic textures found in the finished mixes. From this point on in the process, the
material was worked on directly in Reaper, either in the recording studio or on a laptop, and the
notation no longer used. Harmonic, timbral, melodic, textural and structural elements of the
music were developed in this way, fashioned from this initial seed structure using the recording
studio and DAW as a compositional tool.

Using Bentuk to Create Larger Structures
Snow Cradle contains nine individual tracks that fall loosely into two main groups in terms of
structure: tracks that are rigidly structured and adhere to a predefined framework, and tracks
that are more free flowing in quality. Tracks in the first group include ‘Snow Cradle’, ‘Thought
4’, ‘Extreme Thought’, ‘Music Box’, ‘Mountain Collision’ and ‘Slow Mountain’. These tend to
have a more clearly defined pulse and more explicit use of rhythm. The structures of individual
8	
  Kepatihan is a type of cypher notation. Pitches are represented by numbers, each of which refer to a
pitch in one of two gamelan scales: slendro or pelog. ‘Thought 4’ is in pelog, which uses pitches numbered
1 to 7. Each dot or number in figure 1 represents a ‘beat’, and could be written in Western notation with,
for example, a single crotchet or quaver. Each group of dots or numbers forms a structural unit called a
gåtrå, which is roughly equivalent to a bar in Western notation. So what is represented above is a cyclic
form of 6 lines, each containing 2 gåtrås of 7 beats. The music plays from the first beat of the first line (top
left of figure 1) straight though to the final beat of the final line (bottom right in figure 1). Upon reaching
this note, it returns to the top left starting point. Different symbols employed refer to different
instruments.
The numbers represent notes in the balungan melody. In gamelan music, the notation only ever forms
a basic outline of the piece, a structural skeleton. This will most commonly involve the use of numbers on
the lines that represent the balungan melody. Symbols and numbers above the lines represent colotomic
instruments, marking important structural points in the form.
The circle at end of the final line refers to the striking of the gong ageng, a large low frequency gong,
and the only colotomic instrumental symbol used here. For a detailed description of this notation system,
see PICKVANCE 2005, page 38.
9
See here for more info regarding Reaper http://www.reaper.fm/.
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pieces in this group were developed according to principles outlined above, with bentuk treated
as modules and arranged to create larger scale forms. In the case of ‘Thought 4’, for example,
after an initial opening section, the main cycle is repeated 5 times before the final gong leads to a
brief outro. (See figure 2 below.)

Figure 2. ‘Thought 4’, complete form.

Tracks in the second group include ‘Open’, ‘Rebabst’, and ‘Black Trees, Slow Mist’. These
tracks differ from the first group in lacking a clear metric pulse. Some, however, do contain an
underlying colotomic structure.

Irama as a Compositional Strategy
Irama in karawitan can loosely be translated as ‘tempo’ and is used extensively in
performance of traditional Javanese gamelan music. Forms are played in different iramas, and
each irama relates to the next in terms of playing speed: there is roughly a halving or doubling of
playing speed for the balungan and colotomic instruments when moving from one irama to the
next. For example, irama Lancaran is a fast tempo, with the next fastest irama, irama tangung,
being roughly half the speed of Lancaran. The next irama, slowing the speed further, is irama
dados, which is roughly half the speed of tangung.
This Javanese approach to the use of speed change is a concept that runs through the album
as a whole, and it was frequently used as a method by which new material was generated. For
example, ‘Music Box’ is derived from interlaced versions of the basic Snow Cradle bentuk at
double and quadruple speed.
Initially, both ‘Snow Cradle’ (track 1) and ‘Thought 4’ (track 7) were planned as two
individual longer pieces which would move freely though different tempo changes, from one
irama to another. Early drafts included, for example, a 17-minute version of ‘Thought 4’. This
began with a longer section, using material generated from quarter and half speed playback of
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the original bentuk, before moving into the full speed bentuk. The track then moved into a faster
tempo section formed from double and quadruple speed playback of the bentuk. In the final
version of the album, this idea was abandoned; I decided that a larger number of discrete short
pieces was better, as each individual track and the ideas contained within it would be more
readily accessible on playback for the listener. The sections developed for the draft mentioned
above were used in different ways in the finished work: material generated from working with
the piece at reduced playback speed was used to create new textures that play throughout the
final mix. This same material was also used as the basis for the intro section, which runs from
0:00 to 1:52. The sections of the piece based on material at a faster tempo were eventually
developed into track 8, ‘Extreme Thought’.
Furthermore, the feel of the slowed-down material, used as intro and textural material in
both ‘Thought 4’ and ‘Snow Cradle’, provided a creative impetus that led to the development of
rhythmically free, ambient pieces such as ‘Open’, ‘Rebabst’, and ‘Black Trees, Slow Mist’. In
these pieces, the sense of pace is greatly reduced, and as such they reflect the sense of changing
pace that is an important part of karawitan.

The Concept of Patetan
As mentioned above, the first 1 minute and 52 seconds of ‘Thought 4’ is a non-cyclic,
introductory section that lacks any clear regular pulse. It is a free-form, loose collection of
fragments, a mosaic that is in a state of flux. With the striking of the gong ageng at 1:53, the first
cycle of the full-speed bentuk begins, and these elements are pulled into alignment. In the freeform opening section, elements of the music are gradually revealed, and the listener is
introduced to the sound world of the piece. As such, it performs a function comparable to
patetan in karawitan. Patetan is a rhythmically free, expressive musical form that often provides
an introductory section before certain types of pieces in traditional Central Javanese Gamelan.10
A Patetan has strong modal associations, and so functions as a way of establishing the mode of a
piece.11 It is short and non-cyclical,12 and it is one of a small family of traditional gamelan pieces
that have no common pulse and thus no irama or set rhythmic relationship between the
simultaneously sounding parts.13 Other forms in this family include Ada Ada, Båwå and
Sendhon.

10
11

	
  PICKVANCE 2005 page 78

BRINNER 1995 page 245
BRINNER 1995 page 209
13
BRINNER 1995 page 245
12
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Garap as a Compositional Strategy
At this point it will be useful to explore the concept of ‘garap’, an integral part of karawitan
performance practice, as a means of developing language and concepts that will be helpful to
better understand the creative process employed. Garap is used throughout Snow Cradle and is
integrated into the compositional strategy in a number of different ways.
In krawitan, the only elements of the music commonly notated are those found in the basic
seed structure of the bentuk, as presented in figure 1. The music, however, contains a much
higher degree of detail and sophistication in performance. It is common for many other
instruments to play in a gamelan ensemble, using this structural framework as a starting point,
either in notated form or committed to memory. So from this initial seed, many other
instrumental parts are derived live in performance. This concept is comparable to the use of
notation in jazz, where a head composition presents only the harmonic structure and melody to
be realised more fully by an ensemble of improvising musicians.
The term garap refers to the system or process by which players of elaborating instruments,
such as gender, suling or rebab, will derive their part. This process has been described by
Pickvance as “a way of working or fashioning; specifically the way in which an instrumental
part realises the balungan or the ‘inner melody’.14 “
According to the Javanese musician Rahayu Suppangah, the concept of garap is used more
widely in Indonesia to apply to any kind of creative process, being a part of everyday Javanese
discourse. For example in Indonesian to ‘menggarap sawah’, means to ‘garap’ or cultivate the
rice fields. The concept covers the entire process carried out by a person or group of people (the
farmer and his employees in this example) that leads to the production of an agricultural
product, from the preparation of the land and planting of the seeds to the final harvest.15 In this
wider context then, the concept of ‘garap’ refers to a ‘system’ or a series of activities of a person
and/or several people, consisting of several different stages that work together towards a
particular aim or goal.16

14
15

	
  PICKVANCE 2005, Glossary, page 13

For a detailed book-length study of the concept of garap and its application in Kariwitan, see
SUPANGGAH 2011.
16
SUPANGGAH 2011 page 133.
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‘Garaping’ Texture and Timbre
Once the initial framework shown in figure 1 had been entered into Reaper in its most basic
form, this material could then be worked on and developed. An important part of this
development was the creation of a specific sound world for the album. This was done by using
skills and techniques developed through many years of experience working with production
software. These were applied to the sound samples: individual sounds might, for example, be
filtered and processed in a number of ways to create a sound fabric. This process led to new
elements being added to the cycle, such as new textures, pitch material, and percussive sounds.
Processes used include EQ, compression, and the utilisation of effects such as artificial reverb.
The initial framework was embellished in this way, building up a wider sound fabric that, while
extending beyond the timbral horizons of the original structure, has nevertheless grown from it.
This process reflects the way in which, for example, a gender player adds an important layer to
the sound fabric of a gamelan composition by extrapolating from the original balungan line and
colotomic structure of a bentuk. This new layer adds to the harmonic, textural and melodic
content of the composition; it expands the sonic horizons of the piece on multiple levels, working
out from and into the original framework provided.
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Description of Individual Tracks

Snow Cradle
Two separate bentuk are used to create ‘Snow Cradle’. Bentuk A (see figure 3 below) consists
of four lines containing four individual gåtrå of five beats each. Each line contains a high
kemanak 6 on the first and third beats of the second gåtrå, a muted gong komadhong on the
second beat of the thirde gåtrå, a kenong 7 on the fourth note of the thirdrd gåtrå, a gender 5 on
the first note of the fourth gåtrå, and ends with a gong ageng on the final note.

Figure 3. ‘Snow Cradle’, section A, bentuk.

The final gong note is actually a complex composite of a number of pitches: the recording
used is of an instrument called the gong komadhong, which, following the initial percussive
attack, carries two strong tones. The strongest is a flat pelog 4, a note that falls outside of the
pelog scale. (A normal pelog 4 in gamelan Sekar Petak is at a frequency of 101 Hz. The gong
komadhong tone is at 96 Hz, which is approximately a semitone flatter.) This forms a dissonant
pedal over which the entire harmony of the bentuk rests. The other prominent notes in this
complex tone are two pelog 5 notes, from a kempul at 106 Hz and a demung at 216 Hz. The flat
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4 and 5 together form a sustained interval that act as a pedal. Against this pedal, the kamanak 6,
kenong 7 and gender 5 common to each line form a static harmonic block.
The piece is almost exclusively in pelog, but the flat 4 gong komadhong note strays outside
the scale. There is an interesting precedent here, as certain types of pieces in karawitan use
notes outside of the scale: such notes are called miring notes and are most commonly used as
expressive ornaments in the performance of vocal and rebab melodic passages.17 Employing
miring notes in a vocal line imbues a piece with a particular colour and expressive quality. In a
way, the same thing happens here: although the piece is exclusively in pelog, this pedal note
from outside the scale twists the harmony in a particular way, putting the notes above it in an
unfamiliar and expressive harmonic context.18
While the A section is quite static harmonically, the small amount of harmonic and melodic
activity that does take place is important, creating a sense of forward movement. This happens
most prominently at the start of each line, where a note is sounded in the first gåtrå. In the first
line, this is a 2 from both a gender and slenthem. The 2 is repeated in the second line, with the
addition of a kempul 1 together with the 5 on the first beat of the final gåtrå. With the kempul 7
that precedes it on beat 4 of the fourth gåtrå, this forms part of a melody. In line 3, there is a
clear shift when a gender 3 is sounded on the second beat instead of a 2 as in the previous two
lines. The final line replaces this note with a gender 1.
The harmonically static nature of the A section is useful compositionally, providing a resting
place or ‘home’ territory that can be departed from and returned to throughout the piece by
moving through the B section (see figure 4 below). This sense of movement or travelling
through related bentuk will be familiar to gamelan players who have performed certain types of
gendhing: for example the movement from mérong to ngelik frequently involves a change to a
higher tessitura throughout the gamelan orchestra, before returning to a lower tessitura in the
umpak.

17
18

	
  SUPANGGAH 2011 page 80.

For a detailed description of miring in karawitan, see SUPANGGAH 2011 page 80-88.
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Figure 4. ‘Snow Cradle’, section B, bentuk.

Section B is constructed from 6 lines with identical colotomic structures, each containing
four individual three beat gåtrå. A gender 2 is sounded in the second beat of the first gåtrå. A
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high 6 kemanak is sounded on the final beat of the 2nd gåtrå, along with a kenong 7. Another
kemanak 6 comes on the second beat of the 3rd gåtrå, followed on the 3rd beat by a kenong 1.
Each of the 6 lines end with a composite tone consisting of a gong komodhong along with a
gender 5 and kempul 5. This basic structure is repeated six times, but with a melody line moving
over the top, as can be seen from the score in figure 4. The melody notes are placed on the selar
notes for each gåtrå, with the odd exception (2nd and 4th gåtrå of the 4th line). The B section is
played twice in the finished piece; the second time, pitch 3 in the melody is replaced by pitch 4,
giving it a more dissonant, minor key quality.
Using the sections A and B described above, the complete form of the piece is set out in
figure 5 below:

Figure 5. ‘Snow Cradle’, complete form.

As can be seen, after the initial opening intro section, from 0:00 to 0:32, we have the first
exposition of the A section (0:32-1:20). Then the B section appears for the first time, using the
first melody, with 3s instead of 4s. This finishes at 2:03, and the A section appears again.
Another B section—this time with 4s instead of 3s in the melody—begins at 2:50 and runs until
3:34. The A section then recurs (3:34-4:22). At the end of this, at 4:22, there is no colotomic
structure, just a continuation of the rhythmic material from the A section. Over this, elements
from the sound fabric are used to create variety until the piece ends at 5:07.

Black Trees, Slow Mist
‘Black Trees, Slow Mist’ is constructed from fragments of source material taken from two
other tracks: a rhythmic track derived from material taken from ‘Thought 4’, and a recording of
an improvisation by 3 bonang players that later became Bonang Triangle Three in Ice Pictures. In
‘Black Trees, Slow Mist’, these two sound sources are slowed down and shifted down in pitch
before being remixed and meshed together. The form of the track was developed in an intuitive
way through experimenting with the juxtaposition of blocks of the different groups of material.
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Mountain Collision
‘Mountain Collision’ grew out of a central rhythmic pattern around which hangs a very slow
balungan melody, acting as a kind of colotomic structure. This slow melody consists of the
simple movement from a high pelog 7 to a low pelog 3. This forms plays out as shown in figure 6
below.

Figure 6. ‘Mountain Collision’, complete form.

The low 3 is harmonised slightly differently at different points in the track with a more
distant sounding low note. The first example of the low 3 at 0:55 is played without a
harmonising note, but then it is harmonised with a low note closest to a 6 (a slightly flattened 6,
at 109 Hz, rather than 115 Hz) at 1:20, 2:02, 2:32 and 3:59. At 3:11, it is harmonised with a low
pelog 1. Across this basic structural framework, dense textural material comes and goes,
frequently alternating with the notes of the 7-3 melody (the first time at 0:57, then again at 1:26,
1:43 1:53 and 2:11). We can see here how this piece as a whole is still reducible to gamelan
notation, and its structure is entirely gamelan orientated.

Open
‘Open’ is derived from three main sound sources: slowed down fragments of rhythmic
elements from ‘Thought 4’, and with two sets of instrumental recordings. These instrumental
recordings comprise freely improvised passages on rebab and suling, played by Charlotte Pugh.
As we can see in figure 7 below, the processed rebab recordings are first heard at 0:24. The
suling recordings are first heard at 1:48 (an organ or reed-like texture) and then heard most
clearly from 3:08 to 3:30, when the rhythmic material drops away. These recordings have been
time stretched, slowed down, pitch shifted and heavily processed in various ways to create the
texture heard throughout the piece.
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Figure 7. ‘Open’, complete form.

This is a long, free-form track, not anchored in a clear colotomic structure. However, there is
a repeated use of the rhythmic cadential material derived from ‘Thought 4’. This is used to
create a short Buka-like opening, from 0:00 to the large gong strike at 0:20. Shortly after this the
processed rebab sound comes in at 0:24. The track gains momentum and is running more fully at
1:48 where the distorted suling makes its first appearance.

Music Box
‘Music Box’ is derived directly for the bentuk used to make ‘Snow Cradle’. The exact form of
‘Snow Cradle’ is used, but played back at double and quadruple speed.

Figure 8. ‘Music Box’, complete form.

As we can see from figure 8, the main structural framework for the track is a double-speed
version of the ‘Snow Cradle’ form, marked by the blue brackets. The ‘Snow Cradle’ A and B
bentuk are repeated in the same form as in ‘Snow Cradle’, but at twice the speed. Layered on
top of this for the first half of the track is a quadruple-speed version of the same form, as
illustrated by the upper timeline in figure 8, marked in red. Finally, the combination of these two
bentuk of different speeds is over-layered with a new colotomic structure articulated using
sound samples taken from the gamelan Sekar Petak sound library, marked in green in figure 8.
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Rebabst
‘Rebabst’ was created using material derived from ‘Mountain Collision’, ‘Thought 4’ and
‘Snow Cradle’. This material was slowed down and mixed to create a completely open,
rhythmically free texture and sonic landscape. The composer then worked with gamelan
musician Charlotte Pugh in the recording studio, asking her to improvise freely over the
material with both suling and rebab. The recorded material was then edited and mixed into the
sound fabric.
The opening section features a clear, sustained pitch, which is closest in pitch to a pelog 1
but somewhat distant from the gamelan tuning used in the rest of the track. It creates a kind of
state, or ‘place,’ that begins the track and is returned to at the end. Another structural feature is
a number of gong-like markers designating points of reference, which are universally pitched at
pelog 3, as illustrated by figure 9 below:

Figure 9. ‘Rebabst’, complete form.

These tones are provided by either kenongs (0:16, 2:17, 3:19) or gong-like processed sounds
derived from kempuls and other gamelan samples (1:42, 2:19, 4:28). The pelog 3 pitch is picked
up frequently by the improvising instruments: for example the rebab responds to the clear gongand kenong-like pelog 3 in the texture at 0:28 by echoing with a high 3 (first at 0:30) before
alternating this with a low 1 (first at 0:35 ). The low 1, in turn, is a response to the juxtaposition
of the 3 and the sustained pitch from the start, which is closest to a 1. Then, as the low,
sustained tone fades out (from around 0:40), the suling begins to respond to the changing pitch
material, playing with different notes, moving from the same high 3 but to a low 6 rather than a
low 1. The suling is no longer tied to the dominant low 1 or influenced by the sustained ‘alien’
tone, as that has faded. The suling repeats the oscillation between pitches 3 and 6 throughout
the piece, starting at 0:52 with a low 6 and moving to a high 3 for the first time at 0:56. The
other rebab and suling lines are built freely upon this pitch material by the player in the
recording session. The sustained ‘alien’ note (low pelog 1) returns at 3:44.
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Thought 4
The bentuk used for ‘Thought 4’ has six lines, each containing two gåtrå of seven beats, as
illustrated by figure 10 below:

Figure 10. ‘Thought 4’, bentuk.

Each line has the same simple colotomic structure, ending with a different combination of
sustained slenthem notes. The first line, for example, ends with a 1 and 3, and the second line
ends with a 6 and 3. The melodic material that appears first on the recording at 2:49 winds
through this harmonic backdrop. The overall basic form of the piece is thus as can be seen in
figure 11 below:
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Figure 11. ‘Thought 4’, complete form.

The opening intro section lasts from 0:00 to 1:53 and is followed by five repeats of the full
cycle of the bentuk.
The rhythmic track, created from a combination of gamelan drum samples and drum machine
sounds, is an important part of the texture, containing a melodic element suggested by the bass
drum tones and a number of significant colotomic elements. A kecér sample is also used
throughout, for example at 0:12, and again at 0:51 slowed down and pitch shifted from its
original frequency. A heavily filtered version of this sound can also be heard in the distance at
0:57-1:02, no longer recognisable as a metallic percussive sound. The full speed and correct
pitched version of the kecér can be heard at 1:20 and again at 1:32.
With the striking of the gong ageng at 1:53, the full-speed form is established. The texture
also changes here, becoming thinner and more sparse. The first articulation of the cycle lasts
from 1:53 until 2:49. A second cycle then plays, and the balungan melody is heard for the first
time, ending at 3:44. Then another cycle incorporates a general increase in the density of the
surrounding texture and a solo rebab line that starts at 4:05 and runs until the end of the cycle at
4:40. A new cycle then begins, and with it a return to the sparse texture found in the first section
(1:53-2:49), allowing space for the melodic material. This is repeated a second time (5:38-)
before the melody gradually fades and becomes less distinct, starting at 6:10, heading towards
the gong ageng at 6:35. A short outro then leads to the end of the piece.

Extreme Thought
‘Extreme Thought’ uses sped-up fragments derived from ‘Thought 4’, with gongs and
kempuls marking points of structural significance. The basic structure, illustrated in figure 12
below, contains an introductory section, followed by 4 cycles, each containing a pelog 7 followed
by a pelog 6 kempul. After a buka-like introductory texture from 0:00 to 0:16, an initial gong
marks the first of 4 cycles, from 0:16 until 1:00. A high kempul comes at 0:28, with a heavier
rhythm starting shortly at 0:31. A second kempul sounds at 0:42, with the cycle closing with a
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gong at 1:00. There are three more repeats of the cycle before the final gong at 3:06, signalling
the end of the track, and a small outro section.

Figure 12. ‘Extreme Thought’, complete form.

Slow Mountain
Track 9, ‘Slow Mountain’, is a short track derived from the material used in ‘Mountain
Collision’. I experimented with slowing this material down considerably and then remixing it to
suit the new tempo, with more emphasis on the rhythmic track. I would also acknowledge that
there is a conscious dubstep influence at play here.
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